erate societies (pp. 102, 139) , and once (p. 197) in reference to Milman Parry's-but not Albert Lord's-formulaic theory. A fourth time can be considered when he compares Vico's term sensus communis and Herder's volksgeist, establishing an affinity, if not an identity, between one of Vico's basic concepts (Schaeffer 1990 ) and one of the folklore's fundamental ideas. Yet, fortuitously, Mali's book is a major contribution to the study of folklore, the history of its ideas, and the analysis of its theoretical foundations.
Upon reading The Rehabilitation qf Myth, it becomes clear that Giovanni Battista Vico (1668-1744) was a thinker who articulated the ideas that later made folklore studies possible. His book Principi di scienza nuova d'intorno alla comiune natura della nazioni (1744), known in English in its translation by Thomas G. Bergin and Max H. Fisch as The New Science of Giambattista Vico (1984), serves as the turning point in European thought that cleared the way for the systematic inquiry into vulgar narratives, vulgar languages, vulgar wisdom, and vulgar religions. The phonetic shift from the Latin vulgus into the "good Saxon" term folk (Thoms 1965:5) thereby gains a new significance.
Giuseppe Cocchiara (1981:103-116, 120-127) time" (Kuhn 1962:3) and regards him as a scientific revolutionary who, in spite of the fact that he often opted for the middle course between rivaling philosophies (i.e., pp. 109-120, 173-178, 192, 215-216) , ended up formulating an approach to humanistic and social thought that countered the rationalism of the Enlightenment (cf. Berlin 1980:1-25, 111-129 (Crease 1978; Donzelli 1973; Battistini 1983; Gianturco 1968; Tagliacozzo et al. 1986 ; and a series of annual bibliographical supplements in As students of folklore, we would recognize many of our theoretical assumptions and methodological principles in Mali's description of revisionism as entailing a re-evaluation of apparently scientific explanations by more casual considerations, the reduction of universal theories to local practices and accidents, the elevation of poetical sensibilities over against logical ratiocinations-both among the historical agents as among those who study them. Seen in this way revisionism would imply not so much a modern view of the past but a view of modernity from past perspectives. For the revisionist considers human beings to be essentially traditional, living in an immemorial and largely impersonal structure of meaning, of which they are only dimly aware, and which they cannot, nor should, change by radical intellectual or political acts. Believing thus that behind all the forms of modern rationalism there lurk past and continuous traditions of belief, the revisionist scholars attempt to expose in them the poetic images and habitual practices which resist progressive, never mind revolutionary, categories; they seek, as a rule, to read historical documents as if from the point of view of those who were immersed in the very process which later scholars describe in their own modern terms and theories. [p. 14] According to Mali's outline, revisionism would support the centrality of folklore, a discipline with tradition at its core, in the postmodern interdisciplinary discourse. In taking this position, he only follows the lead of his subject. Vico states unequivocally that "the first science to be learned should be mythology or the interpretation of fables; for, as we shall see, all the histories of the gentiles have their beginnings in fables, which were the first histories of the gentile nations. By such a method the beginnings of sciences as well as of the nations are to be discovered, for they sprang from the nations and from no other source" (New Nagy, who suggests that myth "is a derivative of the same root from which muo is derived; its special meaning seems to be 'special speech' as opposed to everyday speech " (1990:32) . Thus Mali's emphasis on Vico's revision of the conception of myth to the idea of "poetic language" that it connoted in ancient Greece implicitly suggests that the modern folkloristic concern with poetics and performance only reinstates the speaking poetic voice that folklore had, and has, in ancient and current societies, to its theoretical discourse.
Joseph Mali views his analysis as "an attempt to elaborate the full meaning and implications of one singular notion that Vico regards as the main force in the social construction of reality, to wit, the popular impressions and interpretations of reality which, being the essential lessons of the collective-historical experience, are continuously recorded, reassessed, reaffirmed and transmitted by the common people in such "vulgar transitions" as linguistic phrases, myths, popular rituals and plays, and so on. Such popular traditions are maintained because they embody and convey to the members of the community important mes- by knowing them, creates them, but they, in their robust ignorance, did it by virtue of a wholly corporeal imagination. And because it was quite corporeal, they did it witty marvelous sublimity; a sublimity such and so great that it excessively perturbed the very persons who by imagining did the creating, for which they were called "poets," which is Greek for "creators."
Now this is the three-fold labor of great poetry:
(1) to invent sublime fables suited to popular understanding, (2) to perturb to excess, with a view to the end proposed: (3) Examined in the context of the 18th-century world of ideas, Mali demonstrates that Vico's proposition to regard myth as a true narration is not merely a reversal of meaning associated with the concept since the classical period, but a multidimensional "rehabilitation," establishing the veracity of myth on the basis of its relation to history, society, language, and thought. Such a conception of myth requires primarily its literal rather than allegorical interpretation. Myth is not an attempt to conceal but to reveal meaning. It is an artistic conceit into which interpreters read their own real meaning, but it has its own original meaning of truth that stems from its poetic creation. "The theological poets-were themselves heroes and sang true and austere fables" (New Science, 905). Their direct involvement in the events that were the subject of their narration enabled them to convey truth in their poems. The corruption of truth is a by-product of the historical transmission process and not inherent in poetic creativity.
But the very process that removes mythic poetry from its historical truth weights it with another truth that is perhaps of even greater value. The mythic poetry represents the national truth of the people who sing and transmit it from generation to generation, and shape the poetry in their own image. The "discovery," Vico's term for his 
